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DISH LNBF Assemblies: Service Replacement Parts 
 
The DISH LNBF (Legacy) 
The DISH LNBF (Low Noise Block converter with integrated Feed) receives the satellite signal reflected off of 
the dish antenna and transmits the signal via cables to the satellite receiver.  This integral component of the 
dish antenna is what gives us the ability to receive and convert satellite TV signals to usable frequencies for 
DISH Network programming (local or international channels). 

Legacy Twin LNBF 
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number. 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 101959 
 
Used with a DISH 500 (20”) antenna. It allows reception 
from both 110° and 119° orbital locations and connects 
directly to up to two single-tuner receivers or one dual-
tuner receiver.  

Legacy Quad LNBF 
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number. 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 106172 
 
Used with a DISH 500 (20”) antenna. It allows 
reception from both 110° and 119° orbital locations 
and connects directly to up to four single-tuner 
receivers, or up to two dual-tuner receivers.  

Legacy Dual LNBF 
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number. 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 123474502  
Can be used in two ways: 
1) One Dual can be used with a DISH 300 (18") antenna to allow 
reception from only one orbital location and for direct connection 
of up to two receivers.  Can also be used with an I-Bracket on a 
DISH 500 antenna. 
2) Two Duals are typically used with a DISH 500 (20”) antenna to 
allow reception from two orbital locations and connects directly to 
up to two receivers. 
 

Legacy Single LNBF 
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number. 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 123474501 
 
Typically used alone with a DISH 300 (18") antenna. It 
allows reception from one orbital location and connects to 
one receiver.  It can also be used with an I-Bracket on a 
DISH 500 antenna. 
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The DISH Pro LNBF 
DISH Pro Technology is a revolutionary way to install systems, diagnose problems and access enhanced 
receiver features.  DISH Pro compatible products are identified by the DISH Pro Logo.  

DISH Pro Twin LNBF 
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number. 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 111174 
 
It allows reception from the 110° and 119° orbital 
locations, using a DISH 500 (20”) antenna. The DISH 
Pro Twin LNBF can directly connect to two tuner 
inputs.  
Note: A DISH Pro Adapter is required when used with 
legacy (non-DISH Pro) receivers. 

DISH Pro Dual LNBF 
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number.  

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 127004 
  
Similar to a DISH Pro Single LNBF, it allows reception 
from one orbital location. It has two output ports to 
directly connect to two single-tuner DISH Pro receivers or 
one dual-tuner DISH Pro receiver.  Two DISH Pro Single 
LNBFs can be used on a DISH 500 (20”) antenna.  
Note: A DISH Pro Adapter is required when used with 
legacy (non-DISH Pro) receivers. 

DISH Pro Single LNBF  
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number.  

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 112641  
 
It allows reception from one orbital location. It would be 
used alone in 61.5° and 148° installations. Two DISH Pro 
Single LNBFs can also be used on a DISH 500 (20”) 
antenna.  
Note: A DISH Pro Adapter is required when used with 

Channel Master DISH Pro Twin LNBF* 
(Model CCS9601) 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 132187 
 
*All Channel Master DISH Pro Twin LNBFs will 
be exchanged with a different model.   
(Due to known issues with this model, Advance 
Exchange fees will be waived when RA is requested 
as an Advance Exchange RA). 
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The DISH Pro Plus LNBF  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Help Us Better Serve You 
We in Service are always looking for better ways to serve you. If you have any comments or suggestions to help us 
improve, please e-mail us at: 
Service.Feedback@echostar.com
 

DISH Pro Plus Twin  
See retailer price list for availability. 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 122796
 
It allows reception from the 110° and 119° orbital locations, using a DISH 
500 (20") antenna, and includes an LNBF In port to connect a third orbital 
location (from a DISH Pro Single, DISH Pro Dual or SuperDISH FSS 
LNB). The DISH Pro Plus Twin LNBF can directly connect to two tuner 
inputs (either two "single-tuner” receivers or one "dual-tuner” receiver), or 
two DISH Pro Plus dual-tuner receivers when used with DISH Pro Plus 
Separators.  
 
This LNBF will provide three orbital locations to either Legacy or DISH 
Pro/DISH Pro Plus-capable receivers provided at least one of the 
receivers is DISH Pro/DISH Pro Plus-capable. Two legacy receivers can 
be connected, but the LNBF will only be able to receive 110° and 119° 
 
DISH Pro Plus Twin LNBFs will work with the DISH Pro Plus 44 Switch 
but will not work with the DP34 or DP21 switches. When connecting to 
switches, a standard DISH Pro Twin may be used to receive signals from 
the 110° and 119° orbital locations as well and is more economical.  

DISH Pro Quad LNBF 
For purchase: See retailer price list for part number. 

Eligible for exchange, Part Number: 117039 
 
It allows reception from the 110° and 119° orbital 
locations, using a DISH 500 (20”) antenna. The DISH 
Pro Quad LNBF can directly connect to four tuner 
inputs (either four “single-tuner DISH Pro receivers” or 
two DISH Pro Plus “dual-tuner receivers”). A DISH Pro 
Adapter is required when used with legacy (non-DISH 
Pro) receivers. 
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